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Start a new game 

 

- ‘Yeah, hi to you too’ response to your dad gives you -1 morality 

- protesting gives you -1 morality 

- complimenting mom’s beauty gives you +1 morality 

- [morning] go to the bathroom and greet Isabel 

- ‘Can you blame me?’ response gives you -1 morality, apologizing gives you +1 morality 

- [morning] go to Ruby's room and wake her up 

- ‘Wow, they’ve grown!’ response gives you -1 morality, apologizing gives you +1 morality 

- [morning] go to the kitchen and meet your brother Logan 

- showing regret to mom gives you +1 morality 

- [evening] go to the bathroom and watch Ruby in the shower 

- ‘Nothing I haven’t seen’ response gives you -1 morality 

- [evening] go to the living room and talk to Isabel about her boyfriend 

- [evening] go to the kitchen and have a family dinner 

- [night] sleep creep on Ruby in her room 

- [night] sleep creep on Isabel in her room 

- [night] interact with the door to your parent's room 

- [night] interact with the door to your brother's room 

- go to sleep 

 

- [afternoon] go to the map and select the streets (you’ve unlocked new night creep options with 

your sisters) 

- go to sleep 

 

- [morning] go to the master bedroom and watch mom doing yoga [Mom Yoga #1] 

- [afternoon] go to Thorne's office and get a laptop 

- [evening] go to the bathroom and peek on your mom taking a bath 

- [any time] go to your laptop and order the sleeping pills 

- go to sleep 

 

- [morning] go to the kitchen and give mom a massage [Mom Massage #1] 

- [morning/afternoon] go to Thorne's office and get a car 

- [evening] go to the living room and give Isabel a massage [Isabel Massage #1] 

- go to sleep 
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- [morning] attend Ms Jane’s lecture at the university and concentrate during the tutoring 

- [evening] go to the kitchen and use the sleeping pills on your dad’s food 

- [night] sleep creep on mom in her room 

- go to sleep 

 

- [morning/afternoon] go to Thorne's office 

- insulting Mikey gives you -1 morality / threatening Mikey gives you -3 morality 

- staying silent gives you +1 morality 

- [afternoon] go to the kitchen and talk to Ruby about her job 

- go to sleep 

 

- [morning] go to the master bedroom and help mom doing yoga [Mom Yoga #2] 

- [afternoon] go to the kitchen and give Ruby a massage [Ruby Massage #1] 

- go to sleep 

 

- [morning/afternoon] go to the map and select the boutique 

- [afternoon] go to the living room and watch TV with mom 

- go to sleep and you'll get a text from Ruby 

 

- [morning] go to Ruby’s room and talk to her about the job 

- [afternoon] go to the living room and watch TV with Isabel 

- [evening] go to the kitchen and have drinks with mom & Isabel and choose mom 

- go to sleep 

 

- [morning] go to the kitchen and talk to mom about the night 

- [afternoon] during tutoring with Ms Jane make mistake 

- [evening] go to the kitchen and have drinks with mom & Isabel and choose Isabel 

- you will wake up in Isabel’s room 

 

- [morning] go to the kitchen and give mom a massage [Mom Massage #2] 

- [afternoon] go to the kitchen and give Ruby a massage [Ruby Massage #2] 

- [evening] go to the living room and talk to Isabel about the night  

- go to sleep and a scene with your new car and mom will trigger 

- [afternoon] during tutoring with Ms Jane concentrate 

- [evening] go to the living room and give Isabel a massage [Isabel Massage #2] 

- go to sleep 
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- [morning] go to the master bedroom and do yoga with mom [Mom Yoga #3] 

- [morning/afternoon] go to Isabel's room and trigger a scene with her crying 

- [evening] go to the living room and give Isabel a massage [Isabel Massage #3] 

- go to sleep 

 

- [morning] go to the boutique and cover for Ruby 

- [afternoon] during tutoring with Ms Jane make mistake  

- [evening] go to your room and a scene with Isabel will trigger 

- go to sleep 

 

- [morning] go to the kitchen and listen to an argument with Ruby and mom 

- [morning] go to the kitchen and give mom a massage [Mom Massage #3] a scene with your mom 

grabbing your dick will then trigger 

- go to sleep 

 

- [morning] go to Ruby's room and got out with her 

- [afternoon] go to the kitchen and a scene with mom in her bed will trigger 

- [afternoon] go to the living room; you can only insult aunt Sofia with negative morality 

- [evening] go to Ruby's room and have a pillow fight with her 

- [night] go to the living room and watch TV with Isabel 

- go to sleep  

 

- [morning/afternoon] go to Thorne's office 

- [afternoon] during tutoring with Ms Jane you will drop your pen 

- [evening] go to your room and you will fall asleep on the couch which will trigger a scene with mom 

 

- [morning] go to the master bedroom and do yoga with mom [Mom Yoga #4] 

- [afternoon] go to the kitchen and give Ruby a massage [Ruby Massage #3] 

- [evening] go to the bathroom and you will trigger a scene with mom 

- [night] go to the map and then select the night club 

- go to the bar, click the chair and order a beer 
- at the bar talk to the bartender 
- talk to Melissa (ex-GF) on the dance floor 
- talk to Tanya on the couch 
- talk to Natsuko (same screen, tattooed hot Asian) 
- follow her into the bathroom (same screen, door in the background) and get a HJ 
- at the bar talk to the middle-aged patron 
- go to sleep and a scene in the morning with Eliana will trigger automatically 
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- [morning/afternoon] go to Thorne's office 

- [any time] go to your laptop and order the sunscreen 

- go to sleep 

 

- [morning] go to the kitchen and dad will take rent from now on (you lose 1,500$) 

- [morning] go to Ruby’s room and spank her 

- [afternoon] go to the kitchen and give Ruby a massage [Ruby Massage #4] 

- go to sleep 

 

- [morning] go to the bathroom and trigger a scene with Isabel 

- [morning/afternoon] go to Isabel’s room and give her a massage at the pool [Isabel Massage #4] 

- [night] go to the living room and watch TV with Isabel 

- go to sleep 

 

- [morning] go to the pool and speak with Logan 

- [afternoon] go to the boutique and trigger a scene with Ruby 

- go to sleep 

 

- [morning] go to the master bedroom and do yoga with mom [Mom Yoga #5] 

- [morning/afternoon] go to Ruby’s room and trigger a scene with her 

- spanking her gives you -1 morality / letting her be gives you +2 morality 

- go to sleep 

 

- [morning] go to the kitchen and give mom a massage [Mom Massage #4] 

- [afternoon] go to the kitchen and give Ruby a massage [Ruby Massage #5] 

- go to sleep 

 

- [afternoon] go to the map and select the streets, you will trigger a scene with Melissa and get paid 

- [night] go to your room and trigger a scene with Tanya 

- threatening Viktor gives you -2 morality / letting it go gives you +2 morality 

- go to sleep and you will trigger a scene with Eliana 

 

- [night] go to Thorne’s office with Eliana 

- go to sleep and a scene with Eliana will trigger 

 

- [afternoon] during tutoring with Ms Jane drop your pen and lift her dress 

- go to sleep 
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- [afternoon] go to your room and trigger a scene with Eliana 

- go to sleep and you will trigger a scene with Natsuko 

 

- [morning] go to the map and select aunt’s place 

- go to sleep 

 

- [morning/afternoon] go to the pool and give Isabel a massage [Isabel Massage #5] 

- [afternoon] during tutoring with Ms Jane drop your pen and touch her butt 

- go to sleep 

 

- [afternoon] go to the living room and watch TV by yourself 

- go to sleep 

 

- [morning] go to aunt’s place 

- [morning/afternoon] go to the map and select the Halo dropsite 

- inspect and then talk to the camera 

- inspect the bunker 

- load the boxes/cargo 

- [night] go to the night club 

- talk to Tanya on the couch 

- [night] go to your dad’s study 

- go to sleep 

 

- [morning] go to the map and select Tanya’s office  

- [afternoon] during tutoring with Ms Jane ask for incentive and her feet 

- [any time] go to the map and select the warehouse  

- [night] go to your room and trigger a scene on your laptop 

- go to sleep 

 

- [morning] go to your room and use your laptop 

- [morning/afternoon] go to the streets to trigger a scene with Kyle and then one with Eliana 

- go to sleep 

 

- [morning/afternoon] go to the warehouse 

- [afternoon] during tutoring with Ms Jane ask for incentive and a caress 

- [evening] go to Isabel’s room and trigger a scene with her 

- you will wake up in Isabel’s room 
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- [morning] go to the master bedroom and trigger a scene with mom 

- [afternoon] go to Ms Jane’s office and learn her address 

- [evening] at Ms Jane’s house go around the corner and spy on her masturbating 

- go to sleep and you will trigger a scene with Melissa [Melissa or Eliana path] 

 

- [morning] go to the kitchen and trigger a scene with mom 

- [afternoon] go to Ms Jane’s office and get rejected 

- [evening] go to Ruby’s room and trigger a scene with her 

- [any time] go to your laptop and order the vibrator 

- go to sleep 

 

- [morning] go to the warehouse 

- go to sleep and you will trigger a scene with Natsuko 

 

- [morning/afternoon] place the vibrator in front of Ms Jane’s house 

- [morning/afternoon] go to the warehouse 

- go to sleep and you will trigger a scene with Ruby 

 

- [morning/afternoon] go to the warehouse 

- [evening] at Ms Jane’s house go around the corner and spy on her masturbating 

- go to sleep and you’ll get a text from her in the morning 

 

- [morning] go to the warehouse 

- slap Ruby’s ass for -1 morality or caress her ass for +1 morality 

- [night] select your bed and you will get a message from Tanya 

- go to sleep 

 

- [morning] go to the master bedroom and do yoga with mom 

- make her lick it for -1 morality or let her be for +1 morality 

- [afternoon] go to Ms Jane’s office and get an apology from her 

- [evening] go to the warehouse and trigger a scene with Ruby 

- you need negative morality for the dominant part of the scene 

- you will then trigger a scene with Eliana (Eliana path only) 
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- [night] go to the night club 

- talk to Tanya on the couch 

- [night] go to your dad’s study 

- go to sleep 

 

- [morning] go to the bathroom and trigger a scene with Isabel 

- [afternoon] go to the pool and trigger a scene with mom 

- [evening] go to Tanya’s office  

- go to sleep 

 

- [evening] go to the warehouse  

- go to sleep 

 

- [morning] go to the master bedroom and trigger a scene with mom 

- [morning/afternoon] go to Thorne's office 

- [afternoon] go to the map and select the streets 

- beat Joey up for -8 morality or leave him be for +6 morality 

- [evening] go to the living room and talk about Ruby with Isabel 

- go to sleep 

 

- [morning] go to the bathroom and trigger a scene with Celine 

- [afternoon] go to the kitchen and eavesdrop on mom 

- [evening] go to the bathroom and trigger a scene with Isabel 

- go to sleep 

 

- [morning] go to the master bedroom and do yoga with mom [Mom Yoga #6] 

- [afternoon] after tutoring with Ms Jane touch her tits as your reward 

- [evening] go to the warehouse and trigger a scene with Ruby 

- [night] go to the night club and dance with Ruby 

- [night] go to the living room and trigger a scene with Ruby and Amy 

- go to sleep 
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- [morning] go to the warehouse loading bay and talk to Kyle 

- [afternoon] after tutoring with Ms Jane touch her unclothed tits as your reward 

- [evening] go to the bathroom and trigger a scene with Celine 

- go to sleep 

 

 

- [afternoon] go to the warehouse loading bay and talk to Kyle 

- go to sleep 

 

- [afternoon] after tutoring with Ms Jane ask for some ass posing as your reward 

- [evening] go to the living room and give Isabel a massage [Isabel Massage #6] 

- go to sleep 

 

- [evening] go to the living room and talk to Isabel with the icon at the bottom of the screen 

- go to sleep 

 

- [evening] go to the warehouse and trigger a scene with Ruby 

- [night] go to your room and text with Isabel with the icon at the bottom of the screen 

- go to sleep 

 

- [evening] go to the warehouse and trigger a scene with Isabel 

- go to sleep and then go to sleep a second time 

 

 

- [night] go to your room and trigger a scene with Isabel with the icon at the bottom of the screen 

 

 

 

 

You can now night creep on your sisters, mom & aunt, dance with Ruby at the nightclub, mess 

around with Ruby and Isabel at the pool and do additional tutoring with Ms Jane to unlock the 

respective scenes in the gallery. 

 

Congratulations, you have unlocked everything in v0.11 


